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1. Introduction
Tactile braille displays and speech output devices help
blind computer users to overcome their inability to receive
feedback from a screen ; nonetheless user interfaces base d
on graphics for output and pointing devices for input ar e
still unusable by the blind. For example dragging an icon
on the screen cannot verbally be described . A tactile
representation of an icon also doesn't fit on the canvas o f
usual braille displays with 20 - 80 braille cells .

2. Pointing vs. Reading
Our attempts to overcome this inability of blind users to
point on the screen is centered around our large ,
touch-sensitive tactile pin-matrix device (see Fig . 2) . The
fingers of the blind user are used for reading braille on th e
display and also for specifying input in the form of movin g
the finger on the display . Thus the finger is used for
reading and as a pointing device by the user .

The pin-matrix device [Schweikhardt84] can be used t o
display tactile graphics in an area with more than 700 0
moveable pins . Movements of the forefingers can be
recognized by the user interface via a sensor system . With
FINGER we allow the definition of a meaning for similar
movements thereby introducing an expressiveness o f
movements similar to the expressiveness of gesture s
[Weber87] . Hence a powerful set of operations is required ,
so that finger movements can be uniquely interpreted b y
the machine . The user interacts with the computer on the
basis of his movements.

As the user freely moves her fingers to form a certai n
shape, we call these movements gestures . The following
definition for gestures is for use in human-compute r
interaction .

Definition -- A gesture can be defined as any bodily
movement carrying a conventionalized meaning .
Variations in the physical properties of a gesture ca n
modify its meaning . We assume a certain standard of
prototypical gesture-form as the carrier of the basi c
meaning. The degree of its variation in relation to th e
standard modifies the gesture's basic meaning .

3. Description of the language FINGE R
With FINGER we want to present a language that formall y
describes the movements of fingers, and specifies the
resultant operation, thereby formalizing the interaction .
The implementation of FINGER on a SUN 3/50 consists of
a compiler for the language and a recognition algorith m
that acts according to the statements in a gestur e
"program". Shapes like triangles, circles, or crosses, have
been successfully described . Gestures are related to
selecting objects, specifying the movements of objects an d
on the deletion of objects.

Fig. 1 shows the definition of gestures in FINGER for two
different kinds of angles. In Fig. 2 a sample movement i s
shown. Every filled circle marks a location where the

finger has been. Fig. 3 describes how these points are
segmented, how these segments are combined into simpl e
gestures (basics) and how finally a command is formed .
According to the definition of the command-pattern dow n
in Fig. 1, the command that is expressed with the sample
movement in Fig. 2 is "go forward by 5 " with one
numerical parameter .

initpattem :
segment(1) S
startsegment(sensor_up, 1 )
((0,0) ? = A.START with 1000)
commandpatterns : up, down

end

basic angle :
segment(2) A
segment(2) B
startsegment(sensor_up, wait, 2)

end

commandpattern up:
basic ANG type angl e
ANG.A.START < ANG.A.STOP
command : printf("go backward by %d",

1 0* (ANG .A . STOP .Y-ANG .A.START.Y) /
(ANG.A. STOP.X-ANG .A . START.X))

end

commandpattern down :
basic ANG type angl e
ANG.A.START > ANG .A.STOP
command : printf("go forward by %d",

10 * (A N G . A. ST O P . Y-ANG . A. STA R T . Y) /
(ANG.A.STOP.X-ANG .A.START.X) )

end

Figure 1 : Definition of a gesture in FINGE R

The definition of the gestures in Fig. 1 begins with th e
specification of the initpattern . This is done by referring to
a named segment that has been calculated by the segmen t
recognition algorithm and with boolean expressions tha t
must hold true, otherwise the initpattern is not recognized .
Expressions can be comparative (compare within a range) ,
arithmetic, or conditional. Moreover, assignments to
variables and calls to external functions (in the
programming language C) are possible. Simple variable s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101 1

7 00 .0000000 •
8 0000000000 0
9 000 .00000 .0
10 0000000000 0
11 0000000000 0
12 0000000000 0
13 00000 .0 .00 0
14 0000000000 0
15 000000 .0000

Figure 2: Part of the pin-matrix device
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Figure 3 : Recognizing gestures in FINGE R

Execute a command :

	

Gesture
("go forward by 5" )

Pattern matching :

	

initpattern

	

commandpattern

basic
(angle((7,3), (15,7), (8,11) )

Segmenting :

	

segment((7,3),(15,7)

	

segment((15,7),(8,11) )

// \N // I \N
P(7,3) P(9,4) P(11,5) P(13,6) P(15,7) P(13,8) P(11,9) P(11,10) P(8,11 )

are the names of basics and segments . In general variables
are notated in record-style syntax to get access to th e
components of basics and segments. Constants are
numbers, strings and points (coordinates of a point ar e
expressed in multiples of 100) .

If the initpattern is recognized, the flow of control is spli t
up so that different descriptions of gesture s
(commandpatterns) can be examined for every finger in
parallel . Thereby the recognition algorithm acts like an
ATN-interpreter . The commandpatterns are built up like
the initpattern with expressions and named segments .
Additionally basics that act like subroutines whose loca l
variables are its parameters can be used . Every
commandpattern is finished by specifying a command . The
predefined external function printf is used therefore in ou r
example, which is similar to it' s meaning in C .

More refined calculations are necessary if the restrictions
on a gesture are improved . Therefore constraints on
segments are possible . Recursive basics are definable for
movements like a circle.

These concepts of our programming language make it
possible to calculate the variation of a gesture and thereby
come up with parameters for the gesture . In our example
the data about the starting and ending point of a segmen t
can be used to calculate the steepness of the segment. Such
a calculation is expressed in FINGER and not an implicit
part of the recognition algorithm . FINGER allows to
explicitly formulate the relations between the segments an d
to determine the properties of an movement . In the
example we calculate how far the user wants to go an d
provide this number as an the parameter in the issue d
command . Compared to simple pointing only parameters
provide additional expressiveness to gestures .

4. Conclusion

Parameterized gestures open-up an additional input channe l
in human-computer interaction. The programming
language FINGER is a tool for the specification of gestures .

An ATN-type interpreter recognizes paralle l
finger-movements according to the gesture definition .
Gestures are a natural and intuitive form of huma n
communication, which blind can use.
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